Here is Game 3 in the Hidden Books of the Bible Games.
Can you find thirty-five (35) books of the Bible in this paragraph?

It is a most remarkable puzzle. The Chronicles published it in their Newspaper. It’s a real lulu, kept me looking so hard for the facts, I missed the revelation. In a desperate attempt to find the answers, I traveled to the river Jordan. I elected to take a nap before continuing my search. I even sat in the shade of a Joshua tree searching for the answers. Three brothers, Samuel, Timothy and Jude also failed to find the hidden books. One woman who found all of the books was a real pro. Verbs and nouns abound in these lines. I was in a jam, especially since the names of the books were not necessarily capitalized, or even on the same line. Yes, there will be some easy to spot, and others hard to find. One man studied it while he was in the john. Another man, studied it while playing on his banjo. Elusive and difficult the answers will be to find. During a recent fund raising event, which featured this puzzle, the Alpha Delta Phi lemonade booth set a new sales record. Punctuation and spaces in the middle are normal. A chipper and positive attitude will help you to compete. Relax, eat a banana, hum a tune or sing the song of Solomon to help you while you ponder over this puzzle. Remember, some of the books appear without their numbers. One woman says that she brews coffee while she puzzles over it. I had to format the writing on my computer to help me to solve this puzzle. CD ROM answers might help, if you are real desperate. Solving this puzzle can result in loud lamentations. Something in our genes is responsible for our not wanting to give up. Federal judges and Bible scholars were forced to admit it usually takes one of Jehovah’s Witnesses to find all of the answers. Ministers have used harps, alms and other religious aids to help them find the answers but have failed. Those able to find the answers will rejoice! Remember, there is no need for a mad exodus, the truth is that there really are 35 names of Bible books found somewhere in this paragraph. It is a real job!